Abstract-Smart Computing provides ease of use in term of mobility in the low power computing devices such as smartphone, tablet and experimental board (e.g. RaspberryPi). Low power constraint and low computation capability require a lightweight security system and networking protocol. This paper presents an analysis of ElGamal encryption system for securing data communication through the computer. The objectives of this paper are to study ElGamal algorithm in 32-bit integer computation and to implement data encryption using the ElGamal algorithm using 32-bit integers. ElGamal is a continuation of Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm. However, ElGamal encryption system uses asymmetric key encryption and decryption. ElGamal uses a public key to encrypt and private a key to decrypt messages where private key and public key are different. An experiment was conducted to evaluate the maximum number of integers that can be computed in 32 bit computer system using standard 32 bit GCC compiler in Debian 6. Furthermore, an exploration of computing capabilities and performance measurement of the ElGamal algorithm using C language is presented in this paper.
INTRODUCTION

A. Overview
The work proposed in this paper aims to improve the overall security, trust and privacy for implementation in boot loader or firmware of embedded devices [2] . This paper focuses on using the Diffie Hellman and ElGamal algorithm since the Key Exchange used is assymmetric as such is more secure than using symmetric key algorithm. ElGamal algorithm in 32-bit computation was studied to deterrnine on how the data have been secured during the encryption and decryption using the ElGamal algorithm. Other than that, the objective of this paper is to implement data encryption using the ElGamal algorithm with the 32-bit computation. As for now, previous research has been focused on finding out the maximum number that can be to computed using the ElGamal algorithm in 32-bit computation. In an addition to that, computer capabilities in computing numbers greater than 2 32 was also investigated. Based on the experiments that have been done and data that have been collected, the maximum number that can be computed using ElGamal in 32-bit computation is limited to the number below 2 32 .
B. Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (DHKE)
"New Directions in Cryptography" is a paper by Diffie and Hellman that presented a secure key agreement protocol called DHKE that can be carried out over public communication channel [3] . Diffie-Hellman is the earliest practical implementation of cryptographic key exchange [4] . DHKE is a method that allows two entities to share a secret key over insecure communication channels, although they have no prior knowledge of each other [2] .
C. ElGamal Encryption System
ElGamal public-key encryption is a continuation of Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol. This system was defined by Taher Elgamal in 1984. There are three main components which are the key generated; the encryption and decryption algorithms. ElGamal is characterized as asymmetric cryptography and it is commonly known that the encryption and decryption speed is slower than in a symmetrical algorithm [5] .
D. Confidentiality, Integrity and Authentication (CIA)
Confidentiality, Integrity and Authentication (CIA) are core principles of information security. These principles are ideally from Donn Parker in 2002 [6] . Basically from Donn Parker the elements of information are divided into six. The examples of the elements are authentication, confidentiality, and authentication. Confidentiality refers to the prevention of information disclosure to unauthorized system or individuals. The information that can be accessed is only limited to certain types of information. Integrity refers to a respectable of character. Integrity needs people to maintain and measure data consistency and accuracy over its entire life-cycle. In other words, the data cannot be unmodified, undetected and unauthorized. Authenticity is necessary to make sure the data, transaction, communication or documents are genuine. In Non-repudiation concept, the person that does the transaction need to responsible for the thing that have been done. Let says, A is using B's account to a transaction. Although B denying that it is not being done by him but B will responsible for the action that have been done by A [7] .
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E. Security, Trust and Privacy
FIGURE 1. THREE MAIN COMPONENT IN INFORMATION SECURITY
There is no a specific meanings or standard for trust and privacy. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between trust, privacy and security. Basically, trust is an acceptance of any vulnerability either it is a positive expectation of behavior or intentions. [8] Definition of security is to maintain the confidentiality, the availability of information and integrity [9] .
II. METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS
First, Diffie-Hellman key distribution scheme is reviewed [1] . The secret is made by raising the prime number a to an exponent which can range from 2 until 32. In this case, since these experiments are testing until 32-bits integer so that the maximum numbers that are used are until 32. When the prime number p had a as a primitive root in the Eq. (1) shows the range of values generated, (1) In this algorithm, there are two parties that wish to exchange a key indicated as A and B. Random number X a for user A will be selected to calculate the public key Y a in Eq. (2). (2) Similarly, user B will select random number X b independently for Eq. (3) to calculate the public key Y b.: (3) The X values will be kept as private for each side while the Y values are available publicly to the other side. The calculation for user A using Eq. (4), to calculate the shared secret is as follows: (4) and calculation of user shared secret for B in Eq. (5)as follows: (5) This will produce the same result for both calculations, Eq.(6), as proven below: (6) Both of the users have now exchanged with each other their secret key. The opponents only know the values of p, a, Y a and Y b, since the value X a and X b are private . To determine the key, the opponents have to solve a discrete logarithms problem. Discrete logarithm problem is very difficult to solve compared to exponential modulo a prime that is easier to calculate, that is a fact that security are based on DiffieHellman key exchange algorithm.To know the value of X a and X b ,the attacker has to solve the discrete logarithm as in Eq. (7). (7) Secret values can be established to be used in exchanging data in public network by using the DiffieHellman key exchange algorithm [10] .
A common method for calculating modular division is Extended Euclidean Algorithm [11] .This algorithm is used to find out the greatest common divisor of two integers. In this experiment, gcd and Extended Euclidean Algorithm were used to find inverse function to decrypt C 1 ciphertext.
ElGamal algorithm is a continuation from a DiffieHellman Algorithm and Extended Euclidean Algorithm. The coding that has been created is a combination of DiffieHellman Algorithm and Extended Euclidean Algorithm.
First, choose a prime number within the range provided by the 32-bit integer known as p .Then choose a value for g, withint the range of the 32-bit integer but the number must be lower than value of p. For example, there are two users named Along and Busu.
Along has to choose any random integer a such that 0 < a < p. Then Along will compute Eq. (8) .
The public key for Along is A, g and p. While her private key is a. Along will receive an encrypted short message from Busu. The encrypted message that has been sent by Busu include the random integer B such that 0 < b < p. Then he will perform a similar computation as Along by Eq. (9). B ≡ g b mod p (9) After that Busu will send his encrypted message to Along. The message that has been send to Along will decrypted by computing Eq. (10).
Value of C 1 and C 2 are as in Eq (11) :
Even if there are any attempts on the ciphertext , without knowing a , it will not be possible to solve Eq. (10).
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
To discover the performance of the 32-bit ElGamal Algorithm, an experiment has been conducted. There are three types of time performance using time function in Linux. The three time function in Linux is real %e, user %u, sys %s. %e is for elapsed real time. %u is for the total number of CPU-seconds that the process spent in user mode and %s for total number of CPU-second that the process spent in kernel mode. Data have been collected for all three time functions. Data for elapsed real time are shown in Table I . Table I shows the sample data that have been taken. For input value, g < p and a > b. Performance measurement is collected for 10000, 25000, 50000 and 100000 times looping. Fig. 2 shows the data performance in real time. In Fig. 2 , it is shown that all data performance in elapsed of real time are similar with each other although the input value and looping time are different. This is because in real time all other elapsed time slices that are used by other processes are included. So the times are not accurate to represent the specific time performance for data that have been executed. Table II is for performance of data in user mode. The graph plotted by the data is shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 , data performances in user mode display the same result for 50,000 times looping. On other looping times, there are slightly different results. In user mode, the times taken are times in user mode only. The times for other processes are blocked from being counted within this process. So the user time is more accurate than in real time mode. Fig. 4 shows the performance in kernel mode based on data in Table III . Data collected shows that performance data are different with each other. Time in kernel mode is counted only in CPU mode which is within the kernel process. Therefore, the combination time in kernel mode and user mode, relative execution are the accurate time counted to refer as performance compared to real time mode. As shown in fig. 5 based on data in table IV, the time shows how much CPU time given to execute this algorithm based on time slice. Data performances have been collected for three different times. In conclusion data in real time are not suitable as a reference to be implemented because in real time mode this project is not being implemented on the networking process. Real time mode output is including other processing time, so the output time is not accurate. The actual times for the specific process are counted by using a combination of time in user mode and system mode.
There are a few algorithms can be used as a technique to secure data through computer such as Diffie-Hellman key exchange and ElGamal algorithms. ElGamal is an improvement from Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Protocol. In order to prove the ElGamal capabilities to secure data through a computer, an experiment have been performed and the result shows that an integer number equal or less than 32-bit is not capable to secure data through 32-bit computer system. For an improvement, to implement numbers bigger than 32-bit integer needs to use 64-bit computer. However, the usage of standard 32-bit or 64-bit GCC integer is not enough to meet security requirements for current cryptographic key strength which is at least 1024 bits. For that reason, implementation based on modern ElGamal needs to use 2 1024 bits computing integer that is using GMP bignum library to replace standard GCC integer number. GMP library allowed for C and C++ codes to computes integer numbers greater than 32-bits for 32-bit or 64-bit computer.
